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Chapter 1



Introduction This document is a series of brief tutorials based on the example database which comes pre-installed in SMART and assumes you have a basic knowledge of the processes covered in the Technical Training Manual. The material presented here is focused on giving detailed instructions on how to create report elements which are commonly used throughout the SMART community. The tutorials are split into two chapters: Basic and Advanced. Advanced tutorials are focused on workflows that cannot be run out the box as default features in SMART and may require the user to download external packages or write SQL statements. These are not intended for all users. Basic tutorials, on the other hand, will not require the user to learn any features which are not part of SMART’s default functionality. It is recommended that all SMART users who plan on creating reports briefly look through the tutorials in this section so they are familiar with what SMART’s basic reporting functions are capable of creating. If you’d like specific tutorials or workflows to be included in this document, you can make a request on the google groups support forum: http://www.smartconservationsoftware.org/forum
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Chapter 2



Basic Reporting This chapter will focus on tutorials which utilize the basic features of SMART’s reporting framework. The tutorials will focus on creating individual components of reports, as opposed to whole reports, which are commonly used throughout the SMART community.



2.1



Including multi-year queries in a single year report



This brief tutorial will show you how show to generate reports with data that falls outside of the date range you selected for your report. For example, if you have generated a report for the year 2014, it might be useful to compare that years statistics to the previous years of 2013 and 2012.
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2.1.1



Creating a Patrol Summary Query



If you are already familiar with how to create summary queries which can group data be year or month, then you can skip this section. 1. Create a new query by right clicking on the Query Icon and selecting New Query Wizard.



2. In this example, we’re going to query all Human Activity observations and group them by Year and Team. On the Query filter panel on 4



the right hand side, you can drag and drop the appropriate fields into the Row Headers and Values section of the SMART Query Definition panel. It’s important to note that you must group your variables using the Row Headers, as Column Headers cannot be used as grouping variables in report charts.



3. You can press Run Summary... to verify that your query was successful.
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4. After giving your query a descriptive name (we’re calling ours All Observations), you need to save your query (we’re storing ours in the My Queries) folder.
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2.1.2



Add your query data to a report



1. Open the report you wish to add the query data to in Edit mode.



2. Create a chart by dragging the Chart icon in the left panel into your report. You will now see the New Chart window.
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3. Next, select the radio button Use Data From, and in the adjacent drop down box, select, 



4. You will now create a data set based off the All Observations query which will be used by the chart. 8



For the Data Set Type, select SMART Queries Data Set, and give it a descriptive name (we’re calling ours All Observations of Human Activity). Then press Next.



5. Select the query you want to use for the data set (we’re using the query created in the previous section called All Observations). Then press Next to open the Edit Data Set options.
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6. Now you will be shown the options for editing your newly created data set. By default, SMART binds the start and end time of the data set to the same start and end times you selected for your report generation. In order to show data beyond the report range, we have to disable these bindings and set your own custom start or end times for the data set. In this example, we’re going to change the Start Date, so it is set at the beginning of the year 2013, as opposed to the start date of the report. Select Parameters in the left panel of the Edit Data Set window, then select the parameter Start Date. Once its highlighted, press Edit on the right hand side. 10



7. Here you can disable the binding of the data set start date to the report start date. We’re going to change the Name to Starting 2012, the and change the option Link To Report Parameter to None. Now you will notice that the Default Value field has become activated and you can enter values in there.



8. Press the Function icon to the right of the Default Value field to open the Expression Builder. We’ll use the expression builder to create our custom start time.
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9. The Expression Builder allows you to easily write JavaScript code without having to have much of an understanding of programming. In our case, we want to make a new date value for the Default Value parameter of the data set. The bottom half of the Expression Builder contains all the available functions you can use to build an expression. On the Category column, select Native JavaScript Functions, now in the Sub-Category column, select Date. Finally, in the right-hand column, double click the Date function so it is loaded into the text field above. The Date function translates a series of 3 numbers representing a Year, Month, and Day into Date data type that can be interpreted by SMART. As in the image below, type in whole numbers representing the Year, Month, and Day, seperated by commas, into the brackets of the Date function. To make sure you made no mistakes, you can press the Verify icon above the text box to check your expression.
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Once you’ve verified your expression, you can press OK so save it, and now you’ll see the expression you just created appear in the Default Value field. Press OK to save the changes to the parameter you’ve been editing.
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10. Now that we’ve removed the binding of the start date between the data set and the report, we can press OK to save our changes to this data set. Any report objects which now use this data set will no longer have their query start date automatically set to the report start date.



11. Now we can start building our chart. Enter in your desired variables into the Value (Y) Series:, Category (X) Series:, and Optional (Y) Series Grouping:. We’ve set ours up so that on the x-axis are the years and on the y-axis is the total number of human activity observations, where the bars are grouped by Team. Hint: When you’ve selected the textbox for a series, press ctrl + space to pull up a list of all available variables you can enter in the box.
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12. As a comparison, we’ve created another chart below called Obsevations of Human Activity in Report Period. For this chart, we did not remove the binding of the start date between the data set and the report, so this graph will only show data within the date range of the report.
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13. Now when we run our report, the top chart which we specified a specific start date, includes data from 2012, even though the start date of the report was set to 2013. For comparison, the lower chart only shows data within the specified report range.
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2.2



Report monthly sightings for key species



Here we’ll outline the steps required to create a query in your report that displays the monthly sightings for a specified species. Our final report will look similar to the image below:
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2.2.1



Creating Summary Queries



First we’ll need to create a patrol summary query where we’ll group our species of interest sightings by month. 1. Create a new query by right clicking on the Query Icon and selecting Patrol Queries > New Patrol Summary Query....



2. We’re going to query all sightings of African Elephants and then group them by Month. We’ll group our sightings into direct observations and indirect observations. You can also add multiple species to this query. On the Query filter panel on the right hand side, you 18



can drag and drop the appropriate fields into the Row Headers and Values section of the SMART Query Definition panel.



It’s important to note that you must group your variables using the Row Headers, as Column Headers cannot be used as grouping variables in report charts. Your final SMART Query Definition should look like the image below.
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3. You can press Run Summary... to verify that your query was successful. Name this query Monthly Elephant Sightings and then save it in your My Queries folder.
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2.2.2



Add your query data to a report



Now our query is made, we’ll add a graph to the report we’re currently working on. 1. Open the report in which you’d like to add the query data to in Edit mode. 2. Create a chart by dragging the Chart icon in the Report Items panel into your report. You will now see the New Chart window.
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3. Next, navagate to the Select Data tab and then select the radio button Use Data From, and in the adjacent drop down box, select,  4. Select the following options to match the settings in the image below for your new data set.
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5. After pressing next, we can now select the patrol summary query we made earlier, select it (Monthly Elephant Sightings) then press finish.
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6. Now we can view the settings for our new data set. Note how Type is set to Float (decimal values) for our data. We’ll make some quick edits to our data set before finishing which you can see in the image below. After you have matched our settings, press okay to save your new dataset.



Note: The row named header 0 represents the names of the months from the query, so we’ll be using this for the x-axis of our chart. 7. Now we can start building our chart. Enter in your data set variables into the Value (Y) Series and Category (X) Series fields. We’ve set ours up so that the x-axis displays the month (row["header 0"]) and on the y-axis are two series, one for direct sightings and another for indirect sightings (row["African Elephant (Direct observations)"] & row["African Elephant (Indirect observations)"]). The settings for our graph can be seen below.
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Hint: When you’ve selected the textbox for a series, press ctrl + space to pull up a list of all available variables you can enter in the box. 8. Now you can press next to format your chart correctly. On our chart we named our y-axis series according to the image below, as the default names series 1 and series 2 are not very informative.
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9. Finally, you can press finish to save your chart. It’s also a good time to save the work you’ve done on the report so far.



10. When running your report, you should now have a result like the image below, where the direct and indirect African Elephant sightings are 26



summed within each month of the reporting period. In the example data set there were 0 indirect sightings over the period, thus we don’t see any red bars on the chart. The methods used here can also be applied to plot multiple species on the same graph.
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Chapter 3



Advanced Reporting This chapter is not recommended for all users, as it may require writing of scripts and downloading external drivers. Any external packages or technical requirements for each tutorial will be highlighted in the introductory paragraph of each section.



3.1



Querying external data



While SMART has a number of querying options for reporting data, by default, these features are limited to data sets within the SMART database. In some cases, it might be useful for users to add external data to their queries. For example, listing the ICUN status of observed animals or adding judicial information about individuals observed in the PA. To allow SMART to access external datasets, we’ll have to first download a JDBC driver to allow smart to access local files, and then write a SQL statement to define how the file is read by SMART. Requirements for this tutorial: • Download the JDBC driver csvjdbc-1.0-30.jar from http://csvjdbc. sourceforge.net/ • We will have to write a SQL statement in this tutorial. However, no prior knowledge of SQL is required for this section. In this example, we’ll show you how to query external data which provides additional information about individuals who have been observed in the park. Specifically, we’ll add external information about the individuals observed in our queries. The result will look like the image below. 28



In the example image, the first three columns are from the patrol data collected within SMART, and the last two columns are linked from an external csv file which is located in a folder we’ve set up for SMART to access. This is a powerful feature, as when you update the values in the external csv file and rerun the report, the values will automatically be updated with the latest changes to the csv. This is very useful if you want to add dynamic data to your reports which cannot be stored conveniently in the SMART data model. You will only have to go through these steps once, and then the external data you created can be immediately added to all future reports you make.



3.1.1



Allow SMART to access external csv files



Before starting this section, make sure you have downloaded the .jar file listed in the section requirements. We’ll use this file to install a new JDBC driver within SMART which will allow us to access local csv files on our machine. JDBC refers to Java Database Connectivity. The JDBC drivers are what allow databases to connect to external data sources. The driver you downloaded, csvjdbc-1.0-30.jar is an open source driver which allows javabased databases such as SMART to access csv files either online or locally. 29



Once downloaded, you can install the driver with the following steps: 1. Open the SMART example database. 2. Open the report perspective and create a new report called External Data Source



3. In the Outline panel, right click on Data Sources and click New Data Source.
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4. Select JDBC Data Source and enter External CSV as your Data Source Name. Now press Next.
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5. Click the dropdown box for Driver Class and notice how there is only one option available. To read .csv files, we’ll need to add another driver class to this selection. Press Manage Drivers....



6. The list of JAR Files should be empty, unless you have already manually added some JDBC drivers to SMART. Here we’ll click Add... and then we’ll select the file csvjdbc-1.0-30.jar which we downloaded from the link in the requirements section of the tutorial. You should now see the addition of the .jar file in the list.
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7. Now click on the Drivers Tab and select the driver we just added (org.relique.jdbc.csv.CsvDriver) and press Edit....



8. Fill in the following information for the driver: 33



• Driver Display Name: JDBC CSV • URL Template: jdbc:relique:csv:c:\path\to\file The URL template is very important here. Take care that you entered this field in exactly as it appears in the image below. Press OK when finished.



9. Now its time to create a new folder where you’ll be keeping your external data. We made ours in the My Documents folder, but you can chose anywhere you want.



10. You’ll notice how we also created an example data file in this folder. Make a csv file as seen below and save it within your External Data folder you just created. We called ours Example Data.csv. The column ID in this file holds the national ID number of two individuals in the SMART example conservation area which we’ll utilize in a query later on.
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11. Okay... to briefly review what we’ve done so far: We downloaded and installed a new JDBC driver in SMART which should allow us to read locally saved .csv files. We also created a new folder which will hold the external data we wish to use and created a small example file to test with the SMART example conservation area. The next step will be making sure the driver works. Select the newly installed driver from the Driver Class list, and add the path to the folder you just created in the Database URL field. Here’s what ours looks like:
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For the database URL, you just have to add the path to the folder after the prefix jdbc:relique:csv:. You can leave all the other fields blank, as these are used when accessing online databases which have authentication steps. 12. Press the Test Connection... button. If you entered the path correctly, a message will pop up saying Connection Successful. If you get an error message, double check that you selected the correct Driver class and entered the Database URL correctly. Once everything is working fine, press Finish.



3.1.2



Create a new Data Set from External Data



In the previous steps we installed a new JDBC driver and set up a folder where we can access external data stored as .csv files within our SMART reports. As seen in the image above, you should now have a new item called External CSV in your Data Sources list. In the following section we’ll show you how to use this new data source to create queries which combine SMART’s patrols data with your external .csv data sources. 1. First we’ll create a new Data Set which can be used in report queries. Right click Data Sets in the Outline panel and select New Data Set.
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2. Select the External CSV data source that we created in the previous steps and give this new data set the name Example Data. When done, press Next.
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3. The new window that appears may seem a little intimidating, as this requires you to write some SQL code. However, don’t worry, as we don’t have to do anything complex here. Notice on the left hand pane, there is a list of all the csv files which were found in the external data folder we created. The template for the SQL code contains two lines: select and from. The select statement allows you to specify which columns you want to import, and the from statement is stating which table those columns from from. In this example, we want to select all the columns from the table Example Data which we created earlier. To do this, you can use the symbol * which indicates that you want to select all columns, then you can enter the name of the csv file in the second line. Your SQL code should look very like ours below.
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4. Press Finish to create the data set. If there were any errors, you can click on the Query item on the left hand side in the next window to check for any mistakes you made and correct them. It is also important to note that the JDBC driver we’re using only accepts csv files which follow North American formatting. This means that if you have a computer with European regional settings and the csv file is created with ; as the delimiter as opposed to , as in North America, the file will not read correctly. If you are unsure what type of csv file you have, you can just quickly open it with Notepad and verify that columns are delimited by the , character.
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5. Now we’ll preview our data set. Click Preview results in the left hand pane and you should see the data correctly displayed. We can ignore all the other settings here, as we just want to access our external data as is, without any filtering or computed columns. If your data has previewed correctly, press OK to finalize the data set.



6. Once finished, we should now see our new data set in the Outline panel. We can now go through the next section to learn how to join this external data with our SMART patrol data. 40



3.1.3



Create a Joint Query combining SMART’s Patrol Data with External Data



In this section we’ll use the data from the SMART example conservation area to show you how to join the patrol data to the external .csv. 1. First, we’ll quickly make a patrol incident query. Select Query > New Query > All Data Queries > New Observation Query.... 2. Select People - direct Observation - Human Activity as your Observation Filter. When you run the query you should see something similar to the image below. Scroll through the results to make sure the column National ID Number is inculded. We’ll need this column to link to our external csv data.
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Once finished, name the query Direct Human Observations and save it. 3. Now go back to edit mode for the report we were working on, named External Data Source. 4. In the outline panel, right click on Data Sets and select New Data set. Here we’ll turn the query we just made into a dataset. 5. Select SMART Data as your data source, and use SMART Queries Data Set as your Data Set Type. Name this as Direct Human Observations then press Next.



6. Select the query we just made Direct Human Observations and press Finish. Then press OK on the following window to accept the default options for the Data Set.
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7. Finally, we can join these two data sets we just created. In the outline panel, right click on Data Sets and select New Joined Data set.



8. Select Direct Human Observations on the left hand side and click National ID Number. On the right hand side, select Example Data 43



and select ID. Specify this uery as a Left Outer Join. This means the query will return all records found in the left table, while only showing records from the right table which have matching ID numbers with the National ID Number. Name this new data set as Example Joined Data Set and press Finish. On the next screen press OK to finish and accept the default options for the new data set.



9. Now finally, we can make a table in our report to show the results of this joined data set. In the Outline panel, right click on Example Joined Data Set and press Insert In Layout. In our table, we selected the columns waypoint:date, waypoint:time, nationalidnumber, ID, and Info to show in the table. This will make the table show columns from both the internal patrol dataset and the external csv data set.
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10. Now save your report, and now run it. The result should look like the image below.
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Now we’ve concluded the tutorial. In summary, we did the following steps: • Installed a new JDBC driver to allow us to use external csv files as data sets. • Defined a folder which SMART will use as an external data source. • Created a data set from one of the csv files found in our external data source. • Used a Joined Data Source to link our external csv data to our internal patrol data. • Then finally, present the joined results in a report table, allowing us to present information about our patrols which are stored on an external csv file.
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